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About This Game

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm is an indie, online, free-to-play CCG (collectible card game) / RPG (role playing game).

It is heavily influenced by RPGs and borrows some mechanics and ideas. The result is a fascinating mixture between role
playing game and a classic card collection game with awesome features like:

Unique card collecting process;

Powerful card combination mechanics;

Class specific abilities;

Play on your own in the single player campaign or duel other players for high scores. The available game modes are campaign,
custom versus A.I. and four types of multiplayer - arena (ranking pvp), custom (ranking pvp via invite - challenge), cooperative

(slay the beast) and tournaments (in direct elimination).

Play for the ladder board, challenge your friends or join forces against a powerful boss like enemy.

Crusade in the campaign to be the ruler of the Eldhelm land and never be bored with the daily quests!
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We are doing tournaments with awesome rewards at least once a month!

Battlegrounds of Eldhelm features:

Epic music and 3D graphics;

Three unique races (orc, elf, human) each containing different character classes (melee, ranged, caster) with completely
different play styles;

Customization of the visual appearance of your hero;

Translation in multiple languages;

A true multiplatform experience - available for web-browser, desktop, and mobile devices;
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Title: Battlegrounds of Eldhelm
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, RPG
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Essence Ltd.
Publisher:
Essence Ltd.
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2014
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Simple, elegant, brilliant.
Like the best games, it's deceptively simple - you just move, fire and dodge, but the real innovation comes from the plethora of
unique bosses which were clearly designed by someone with a deep love of Dark Souls.

. Is this mission a joke? It is a very easy and boring. Me and my friend finished this mission in 10 min.

Devs are drunk I think .... Do you want to mentally die, then here it is. A way yo die in the worse death possible. Everything just
sucks, just everything.

Team 6 never, or will never, make a good game, it is just impossible.. Fun little platformer. I hate lvl 1-8 though. The difficulty
jump from the previous and to be honest the successive levels is insane. I died about 100 times and still didn't beat it for some
reason. Wasn't enough to keep me away from the game though. Interesting double jump mechanic keeps it interesting.. Not
DM, Not EOB, Not LOG.

Pros:

Looks Nice. The environment is dungeon like, while the walls are fairly nondescript and repetative they still crafted well enough
to keep the atmosphere intact. The same can be said for the tiles, chains, torches and other asthetic adornments. The monsters
are smooth, well articulated and rounded with an ounce of cuteness that gives a warm feel to the game, even when being gouged
to death.

Simple. I don't mean that in terms of depth but in ease of use, as in a few clicks and you are away. The character generation is
neither bogged down in comnplex choices nor overly cumbersome. While I do enjoy character creation that is complex and
deep, I don't feel it is necessary to the enjoyment of a game every time. Games like Wizardry 8 for example, while in this genre,
would terrify someone not familiar with such games, whereas this one would not. Sometimes all that is needed to build a bond
between you and your party are names that mean something or are fun. I went with 'Bob, Robert, Bobby Sue and Bobette.'

Nostalgia. It's clear that the creator loves the genre and has had some experience of the classics. There are touches of many
other games in here for both the more recent convert to the old school. As mentioned in another review the sound of the Amiga
hard drive will make some chuckle and others scratch their heads.

Cons:
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While there are many small things most of them nuances that vary from game to game and just take getting used to. The only
real issue I had, and unfortunately it is a really big one, is the lag. There is a distinct lag in combat that means that you are unable
to be as nimble as you can in other games. In fact even the original Dungeon Master, made three decades ago, allowed more
freedom of movement. I found myself repeatedly hitting a direction key, while being attacked, but the party seemed unable to
move. Had my computer been old or obselete I may have been able to pin it on that. but it is not. Also the fact that outside of
combat I did not have the issue means that it is an integral problem.

*UPDATE*

Since writing this the Developer commented that the combat issue is by design. Once you have commited to cmbat you are
bound for a certain time. While annoying it does get around the 'tricks,' in other games where you could simple walk around a
monster and hit it repeatedly. All you needed was four squares.

Because of this revelation I am going to change my review from not recommended to recommedned. Knowing that this is
deleiberate, and more realistic, makes the game more enjoyable. Now I know that if I am not ready to fight, I need to run until I
am.

So there you have it. Pretty, nostalgic but very hard early on. This is definately for those that like a challenge.. Hands down my
favorite VR title so far. The game mechanics are excellent, and the game selection is great. I even love messing around with the
silly awards you can cash in your tickets for. Definitely worth the price and is usually the first VR title I show my friends.. right
now is very very beta, it needs a lot of work of the developers, but is a good concept.. Love esea mining bitcoin from my pc.
Need to get out of C tho oof.. This game is like ramming a cactus up your♥♥♥♥♥♥and then removing the splines with a
blowtorch.

Very very painful to play.

-Pay to win system
-grindfest
-matchmaking is just you and bots
-when you do find a human player he has OP pay to win weapons

Could of spent 4.3hrs of my life watching paint dry for more entertainment than this game.
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I'm recommending to not recommend! Although the fighting system is enjoyable for about 10minutes in, everything else is not.
It's glitchy, it's uninspired... ugh... Don't believe me? Take the risk? It's up to you. Anya(Buffy) wouldn't touch this game... ever;
you should do the same & take the extra mile and run the other way!. Ok first got introduced to this game by trying the
demo(which has some serious bugs) but it was good enough to entice me into buying this game.
  The full version has a few of the bugs in the demo fixed but theres still bugs...but even still im really enjoying this game.
  As mentioned else where makes me think of Kings Field 1 and 2.......
  I gladly recommend this game.

*Graphics are good
*Combat i feel is ok
*Sound is good
*Gameplay is good but could use a bit more polish.

Things i feel need added or expanded
*Some way to buy armor,weapons and ammo
*A better explanation on what things are and what they do.

Overall excellent game..hell kept me to 6:30 in the damn morning.....hell went to bed multiple times but i just couldnt get this
game out of my head.. I have followed this game since it was on the green light pace, could not wait for it to be greenlit.
I am so glad they droped the original voice, it was horrible, this one is so much better, even I could do a better voice then the
first one.
The games is so much better the everything I played lately, I am a big fan of indie dev and this game is my fav of this month.
The price of this game is very convenient taking in consideration the complexity of the game play and also the fact that it takes
a lot of time to finish the game, I haven\u2019t finished it, which is a good thing, hate paying for a game that I finish in 2-3h.
Yup, I recommend it, the graphics are awesome, the whole game give you the feeling of fantasy.
Hope you see a sequel soon, I thinks the story can evolve a lot.. 10\/10 would play again. Clash of Puppets
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Everyone has been in a B movie night marathon. I certainly have but I can\u2019t remember what movies were featured. And
then you fell asleep and a nightmare begun.

In this nightmare, you become the hero of one single B movie where you have to fight many known badies like Dracula,
Frankenstein, the Wolf man and others.

Armed at start with your Baseball bat, you have to hack and slash you way through to the next level.
But do not worry too much about weapons as you will get guns and traps along the way to help you in your nightmare.
Great graphics and the control works fine.

For $4.99, this game is worth every cent. This is fun and challenging. Maybe too much challenging at times.

Positive:
~~~~~~~~
-\tFun to play
-\tLots of achievements
-\tGreat Graphics
-\tTrading Cards

Negative:
~~~~~~~
-\tMaybe too challenging at times

Great game to have in your library. Fun, Fun,Fun

8\/10
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MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. Not interesting enough to put up with the tired graphics
and buggy gameplay.. I like this game. Very simple and straightforward action puzzle game.
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